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A NOTE ON FUZZY SUBALGEBRAS
OF A BCK/BCI-ALGEBRA

Y. B. Jun*, J. Meng** and S. M. Wei**

This note is continuation of our study [4]. We have proved in [4] 
that any subalgebra of a B CK/B CI-algebra X can be realized as a level 
subalgebra of some fuzzy subalgebra of X.

In this note we prove a generalization of this result.
We review some definitions and results. We refer the reader to [1], 

[4], [5] and [6] for details.

DEFINITION 1. Let X be a set. A fuzzy set in X is a mapping 
卩，:X —> [0,1].

DEFINITION 2. Eet X be a B CK/B Cl-algebra. A fuzzy set 井 in X 
is called a fuzzy subalgebra of X if, for all x^y E

卩(h *y)> min(“(z),火j、)、).

DEFINITION 3. Let 产 be a fuzzy set in a set X. For t € [0,1], 안le 
set

加：={:r € X : > /)

is called a level subset of 卩，.

THEOREM 4. [4] Let X be a BCK/BCl-algebra and let fi be a fuzzy 
set in X such that 批 is a subalgebra of X for all t G [0,1], t < ”(O). 
Then is a fuzzy subalgebra of X.

DEFINITION 5. [4] Let X be a BCK/BCl-algebra and let /i be a 
fuzzy subalgebra of X. The subalgebras t G [0,1] and t < /z(0), are 
called level subalgebras of 卩.

THEOREM 6. [4] Any subalgebra of a BCK/BCl-algebra X can be 
realized as a level subalgebra of some fuzzy subalgebra of X.

As a generalization of Theorem 6, we prove the following theorem.
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THEOREM 7. Let X be a BCK/BCI-algebra. Then given any chain 
of subalgebras

AoCA1C--cAr = X,
there exists a fuzzy subalgebra of X whose level subalgebras are exactly 
the subalgebras of this chain.

Proof. Consider a set of numbers

〉t] > •«■ > t了*,

where each 切 is in [0,1], Let : X —> [0,1] be a fuzzy set defined by

“Q4o) = tQ and 产(压—厶—l) = fl90 < z < r.

We 시aim that // is a fuzzy subalgebra of X. Let x^y E X. Then we 
distinguish two cases as follows:

Case 1. xyy E Ai — A：-i. Then by definition of
“(z) = t,=由).

Since Ai is a subalgebra, it follows that x * y E and so either 
a; * y G A, — At_i or x * y G In any case we conclude that

“(z *g) >tt= min(^(x),/z(y)).
Case 2. For i > x E ~ and y E A3 — Then

^(y) = t” and x *y e At
because Ax is a subalgebra and A3 C At, It follows that

"S *y)>tt = min(^(x),/z(y)).
Hence we know that /z is a fuzzy subalgebra of X. From the definition 
of it follows that

Im(/x) =

Thus the level subalgebras of 卩，are given by the chain of subalgebras 

pto U C C f^tr = X.
Now fj,tQ = {z € X : /z(x) > Zo} = ^4-o* Finally we prove that 卩、=At 
for 0 < i < r. Clearly At G /l知.If x G 卜y ? then 卩(£) > tt which implies 
that x Aj for j > z. Hence 卩(①)E {切，切"撰J, and so x G Ajt for 
some k < i. As Ak 으 /4“ it follows that x E At. Therefore we obtain 
I死=At for 0 < z < r. This completes the proof.
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REMARK. In. Theorem 7, we have shown the existence of a fuzzy 
subalgebra whose level subalgebras are the subalgebras of the given 
finite chain. However, from the proof of the theorem it is clear that 
such a fuzzy subalgebra cannot be unique. In fact, we have 函ven an 
example in [4] of the fact that two distinct fuzzy subalgebras of a finite 
BCK/BCI-algebra may have the identical family of level subalgebras.

Further, we have shown in [4; Theorem 15] that for a finite 
BCK/BCI-algebra X? two fuzzy subalgebras with the identical family 
of level subalgebras are equal if and only if their image sets are equal.

In [4] we introduced an equivalence relation for the family :F of all 
fuzzy subalgebras of a finite B CK/B Cl-algebra X given by

“〜z/

if and only if the fuzzy subalgebras 卩 and v have the identical fam
ily of level subalgdiras. This eqxihralence partitioiis :F into equiva
lence classes. We have shown in [4; Theorem 17] that if X is a finite 
BCK/BCI-algebra then the number of distinct equivalence classes in 
T is finite.

Now let A be a subalgebra of a finite BCK/BCl-algebra X. Let 
n(A) denote the number of chains of subalgebras of X)ending in X 
but not necessarily beginning with the trivial subalgebra {0}, in which 
A is a member. Then clearly n(A) is a nonzero positive integer. From 
the Theorem 7, we have the following corollary:

COROLLARY 8. If A is a subalgebra of a finite B CK/B CL algebra 
X, then n(A) is equal to the number of equivalence classes of fuzzy 
subalgebras of X such that A is a level subalgebra of any member of 
the equivalence class.
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